Phone # 306 682-0772
Email: haus.stitches@sasktel.net
P.O. Box 2458
Humboldt, Sk S0K 2A0

Supply List
RULER WORK 201
Instructor: Liz Thompson
Kit Fee $5.00 - teacher will supply detailed notes
Supplies Needed:
 Sewing machine in good working order with all cords & + FREE MOTION foot.
Please ensure that you have a foot that CAN be used with rulers – it has a thick
lip which will run up against the rulers and not ride up & over the edge of the
ruler. Haus of Stitches will advise you on the correct equipment for your machine.
Janome & Elna have the parts which work. Please check with Haus of Stitches
for other brands as you will not be able to do this class if you do not have the
correct equipment.
 Blue dot or Quilter’s bobbin case for Janome & Elna machines is highly
recommended.
 Basic sewing kit with tape measure, scissors, etc.
 Rulers or templates. Teacher will bring a selection of templates which may be
borrowed during the class. Haus of Stitches has many different types for sale.
Our suggestion is that you invest in at least 2 different shapes (scallop?
Straight?) for this class. Or bring what you have already purchased. Rulers
MUST be a minimum of ¼ - 3/8 inch thick. A 1/8 rotary cutting ruler will NOT
work.
 Quilt (top, batting and backing already sandwiched and ready to quilt. Please use
glue basting or fusible batting as safety pins don’t work for ruler quilting). Size is
your choice but lap quilt or smaller would be a good choice. Queen or King is a
bit ambitious for this class as you won’t get it finished.
 Selection of threads for the quilting – suggestion that you coordinate colours with
your quilt top: polyester thread is preferred but 100% cotton will work too. Avoid
fiddly threads like invisible and metallic.
 Any ergonomic/comfort aids you may require like light, cushion; etc
 Optional: your own chair and/or cushion to sit on, light
 Please put your name on all your supplies.


If you do not have access to any listed supplies please phone or email your
order to us ahead of time to ensure your supplies will be waiting for you
when you arrive at the conference at our on-site store

